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Development  and  future of  community  policy 
in the  fruit and vegetables  sector 0.  R~sum~ and main conclusions, 
In  the  commission's  view  the  main  objective  of  the  reform  must  be  to 
help  and  encourage  producers  in the  Union  to rise to the  challenges  of 
the coming years  and develop  and  strengthen their assets,  namely: 
the  quality of  their products,  mostly  intended  for  the  fresh  market 
and often highly perishable; 
their dynamism  and ability to adapt -to  a  changing market; 
the  services  which  they  can  offer  alongside  their  products. 
Environmental  protection  and  the  supply  of  a  range  of  varied  and 
healthy products must  be  included  among  the said services.  · 
'  Altogether,  despite  some  undeniable  structural  imbalances,  the_ present 
market organization provides  an operational .framework which -answers  the 
requirements  and  has  proved  its  worth.  All  the  positive  features  -
market  orientation,  __ decentralization  of  -management  and  grouping  of 
supply  - should be reinforced.  The  commission is therefore in favour of 
reform.proposals  which  would  consolidate  the  positive  features  of  the 
present  MO,  while  simplifying -it and  remedying  any drift or weaknesses 
observed.  ·  · 
The  commission's  aim  is  to  redirect  budgetary  expenditure  towards 
positive  measures  which  contribute  to  a  sound  future  and  take  into. 
account environmental  conc~rns. 
·It proposes  a  mix of various  types of measure: 
·better  grouping- of  supplies  to  match  increasingly  concentrated 
distribution.; 
a  new  way  of  managing  short-term  surpluses  and  gradual  elimination 
of structural surpluses; 
a  better balance between fresh  produce  and processed products;' 
redefinition of standards; 
a  specific  approach  to specific  problems  affecting certain products 
of  "minor"  importance  in community  terms,  b't~t  significant  local  or 
regional importance; 
more  stringent controls. 
The  successful  implementation  of  the  Uruguay  Round  conclusions- is  an 
integral part of the  new  scenario for  the  fruit  and  vegetables  sector. 
The  Commission  will  take  care  to  ensure  that  the  community  preference 
authorized  by  the  conclusions  is  not  jeopardized  by  such 
implementation. 
2 I.  Present situation .and ;for-eseeab1e ·out:Locik 
Pursuant  to  .±t·s  ·comml.:tments  ·to  ·the  :Par'li:ament  and  counc.il,  :and 
specif'i:caTly  ·those  :ma:de  ;at  ·the  time  •Of  the  ·f·arm  )pri-ce  dec·isions  :for 
199.3/:9'4,  ·;the  commi:ssion  !has  made  :a  :.deta'iled  ·analysi·s  ;of  ±he  ,pz::esent 
situation  ;and  .forceseeab'le  <ou-t:liocik  •o:f  ·the  .commurrity•·s  :fruit  and 
vegetcibl'S'S  sec·tor  ;and  ·il:fue  •common  :organiz•a·ti.on  ·of  :the  :mar-ke.t..  In  the 
light  ::of  .'it-s  1an:a£,Ys'i:s  ii~t  :has  .'identi;f·:ited  ;cert•a·i:n  :a,pproac'hes  .for  the 
futur-e  .. 
In tlrl:Iiki:n:g about ·tme 'broad ;pol±c_y J.:J.mes  :for ·t·he ·f.utur-e.-,  the ·:ConunJ.ss'ion 
took  :imto  <account  ··the  j;o·int  .counc.i'il.  :cOirc:lus-':ions  adopted  :ln ·se_p:teiriber 
19  9·3  :s:tat:iing  ·that  '":for  those  .aect.oz;s  ±n  .which  ·,the  ·common  .market 
orqani.:za-t:i:on  ·arz:angement.'S  ihave  1not y-et  ibe·en  •amended."  the  ·council  and 
the rCommi'ss·ion  .undert:a:ke ·to ;adqpt !S.Uc'b  )pro:v:i:s·J:ons  :a'S  ;ar.e  :neceslHlZ:Y  to 
mainta'i-n  :f:az:.m  .'incomes  ;and  <Communit;y  ;.pre'fe.z:;ence..  '.The  cond'it-:i:ons  and 
agr.±c.U:ltura'i  and  :f:inancia'l  'pr.i:nc:i;ples  :Which  'have  '•been  :a_pp'lied 
throughout ·the ·a_gri:cU:itural •sector \Wl.Il :be ·.taken  .into -account  ·in  those 
sectors.  Account  ·wiTl  :al:Bo  :be  ta·ken  :o:f  the  -c·ontext  of  t·he  .uruguay 
Round  .• "  .on  ·:that  .occa'S.ion  ·the  Conuni•s:s·ion  ·.unde·r:li:ned  ·:the  nec.essity  of 
coll'!PJ;y.ing,  in  .al'l  ·the  :sectors  :cover-ed  'l:~y  the  common  agricultural 
pol·icy, ·with  t·he .'financ.ia1 :_gui:deTines  established for the  comin_g  years. 
For ·the  conversion  <of  these  conuni:tment·s  and .statements  .into ;practical 
measures  i·t  is  essential  to  ·take  c'a·:z::eful  account  of  the  ·specific 
char.acter:i·stic.s •01:  ·e·ach .sector  and :the <economic  .chalTenges .'f:acing :it. 
The  :f·r.uit  :a:nd  ve_ge'tab'les  •sector  d±f:fer.s  .from  .the  other ;major  sectors 
subjec:t  ·to  ;a  -common  ·mar.ket  .re_gime  ·:because  of  t·he  Targe  'number  and 
diver.s±:ty  of ,products :concerned,  the jperi·shable :nature .of .most  o·f  them 
(need  :'for  :r,~piii  :mariket'in_g.,  limited  ;·storage  pos'Sibi.l'i  ties  h  the  .more 
mar·ket--or::iented  ;a_pproac'h  ·-to  ;production  {les·s  ,prominent  :ro'le  of 
inter.vent·:i:on;),  :and  ·:the  .'fa·irJ;y  'decen:tl:'a1i.zed  :s_y.stem  ·of  :market 
reglilat·ion,,  .i:ar_ge':l;y  .±n ·.the :h'ands  ~.c{f  ±:he jproducer,s '  organiz•a:t1ons • 
Broadly ~~peil·k±ng,,  :de~pi.t"S :some ·obvi:ous ;str.uctu·ral :sux;pluse'S.,  ·the ,s_y.stem 
has proved ±ts \WOtth  .•  iATl  .i::t-s  ,;posit:i'Ve  ;f,eatw:;es,,  which :cor.res_pond ewell 
to 1fue  •s.pec.i:f:J:c·J.:,t~y •of ·the :sector !(.mar,ke,t ;or1entati'on,  decentr.al·iz.at·±on, 
gro.u_ping .of ;s.u_p_pTl!e:s:),,  JS'hou'ld :-be  :ma'intain:ed,,  or -even :re·in:forced. 
It ].'s  ~por:t'ant to !&tre:s•s  th·i·s  -as  the ·ri•s'k :of .mar.-ket ·strains :looks .li·ke 
bu·iJ:di·n_g  ·.up  .·i:n  the :medium  term :for :most  fruits :and -:ve_getables,,  :·both  at 
worJ:d  l:eve·l  and  .±n  ·the  community,  and  as  demand  becomes  .increasingly 
concentrat-ed  .. 
The ·comml.ssion .is :convinced that the fruit and  ve_getables •sector in the 
Union  is  potential];y ·well  equipped. to  face  these  new  challen_ges.  The 
operational  framework  offered  by  the  market  r-egulations  can  and ·should 
be  adapted to help <and  encourage producers to develop this potential to 
a  maximum. 
3 world trends 
At  world  level  there  is  a  strong  trend  towards  increased  production; 
consumption is also increasing,  but at a  slower pace.  Although  a  number 
of  developing  countries  seem.  to· present  considerable  potential  for 
consumption  growth,  they  often lack  the  necessary  foreign  exchange  or 
prefer to develop  domestic  production.  so  there  is  a  mounting  risk . of 
surpluses at world level,  more  in the case of fruit than of  veget~bles, 
with  the  result  that  the  few  large  solvent  markets  will  come  in  for 
increasing attention from all the ,exporting countries  • 
. This  is  particularly  true  for  the  European  market,  for  the.  foliowing 
reasons: 
- purchasing power is high: 
- prices are relatively attractive; 
imports of fruit and  vegeta~les are rising. 
The  European union is a  player of first order on the world market. 
In  fact,  with  imports  of  approximately  1  950  million ECU,  it.is by  far 
the  largest  ~mporter in  the  world.  with  a  trade  deficit  in  fruit  and 
vegetables  of  about  1  280  million  ECU,  it _also  is  the ·largest  "net 
. importer".  Its  degreee  of  self-sufficiency  in  fresh  products  is  less 
than  40%  (all  figures:  1990-92  average),  and  the  fact  that  Community 
output is primarily this in spite of the fresh market. 
Modifications following the uruguay  Round 
currently,  on· import,  products  are  subjected  to  "ad  valorem"  customs 
duties,  for  a  limited number  of products with  a  reference price system. 
The  latter's  aim  is  to  prevent  imported  products  being  sold  on  the 
conununj..ty  market  below  a  certain· price  level.  They  are  fixed  each 
marketing  year  by  the  commission  with  the  particularity that  they  can 
never be  lowered in agricultural ECUS.  In· practice,  there has  bee·n  near 
price  stability since  1986.  The  mechanism  consists  of  a  monitoring  of 
the market prices of the principal products imported;  origin by origin. 
The  new  system  concluded  in  the  GATT  framework  envisages  the 
introduction of entry prices which will apply to all the products which 
currently  have  reference  prices  except  lettuce,  endive-chicory  and 
· aubergine •. The  levels  of· the  entry  prices  were  calculated  from. the 
reference prices,  without modifying the total level of protection. 
The  ~ommission_ will  soon  present  a  communication  on  the  implementation 
of  the  GATT  agreement  for  all agricultural sectors,  and  therefore  also 
for  fruit  and  vegetables.  However,  the principal problem raised by  the 
GATT·  agreement  _  for  the  latter  remains  that  of  control -of  the  entry 
prices. 
The  community  will  have  therefore  to  provide  itself  with  the 
instruments to ensure  the correct operation of the entry price  system. 
They will have to be  in conformity with the rules of  GATT  and to enable 
the Community  to enforce the elements of its offer. 
4 Following  the  Gatt  agreement  competition will  become  more  acute,  both 
on  the  community  market  and  the  newly  opened  markets.  Community 
producers  have  undeniable  advantages  on  their  side.  The  quality  of 
their products,  their adaptabiliyt to  a  constantly  changing  market  and 
the services that can  accompany their products all represent key  assets 
to be exploited. 
In  a  more  open  world,  one  of  the  main  challenges  facing  community 
producers will be the need to be  more  competitive.  The  Commission  hopes 
that the guidelines set out in this discussion paper for the  adjustment 
of  the  .market  regime  will  help  and  encourage  community  producers  to 
respond to the challenges before them. 
Community  t:rends 
At  Community  level.,  the  trend  of  production  of  most  fruit  and 
vegetables,  mainly  intended  for  the  fresh  market,  is  sharply  upward. 
This  seems  to be  due  to increased yields rather than  to  an  increase in 
areas  planted.  consumption  is  also  increasing,  but  mo.r:e  in  favour  of 
certain  .processed  products  (frozen  vegetables,  frui.t  juices)  and 
"exotic"  species  (especially  fruit).  In contrast,  for  many  traditional 
types  of fruit and vegetables  (and recently for the kiwi),  the  trend of 
consumption  is  only  slightly upward,  sometimes  even  stable or  downward 
(pears),  and  there  are  risks  of  saturation.  For  some  products, 
structural surpluses  already exist  .• 
The  greater  market  dependence  of  fruit  and  vegetable  growers  will 
influence  trends  in  the  future  as  it did  in  the  past.:  if  a  market  is 
glutted  the  pressure  on  prices  gradually  induces  the  necessary 
adjustments..  It is  not .sufficient ,siJr!ply  to  extrapolate  the  trends  in 
order  to  arrive  at  a  forecast  .for  the  futur:e.  ·None  the  .less,  trend 
analysis  can  .give  an  idea  of  wher,e  and  when  .adjustment  problems  may 
arise..  :such  an  analysis .has :been ·attempted by  the  Commi·ss.ion.  The :main 
findings  :are  set  out  in  Annex  1.  'The  ·conclusion  must  be  that  greater 
strains will :be  inevit·able in the ye·ars  to come,  making it all the more 
essential :for the .market organization  mecha~isms to •encourage rapid and 
effi-ci:ent ,adj.ustment •Of  ·the .sector tO ,the llBW ;COnditions. 
5 •  ~  ..  ',:  ~--·.·,-•• l'  ~-.  '  •  ';:: 
Present situation in the union 
Fruit  and  vege~ables  occupy  (average  for  1990-92)  4.3%  of  the 
Community's  utilized agricultural  area  (UAA)  and  represent  16%  of  its 
total  final  agricultural  production  (FAP).  The  relative  importance  of 
the sector for the agricultural economy _has  tended to increase over the 
last teri years.  It is particularly important  in spain  (27%  of  national 
FAP),  Italy  (27%),  Gr~ece  (23%),  Portugal  (18%)  and  Belgium ,.(17%),  but 
also  in  the  Netherlands  ( 13%),  France  ( 12%)  and  the  united  Kingdom 
(11%). 
Another  specific  feature  of  the  fruit  and  vegetables  sector,  as 
compared  with  other  arable  farming,  is  its  high  labour  intensity-and 
consequent  importance _ for  rural  employment  in·  certain  regions.  There 
are  1.8 million  holdings  of  an  average  size  of  1.3  ha  producing  fresh 
fruit and vegetables in the  Community.  Commercial  holdings  specializing 
in vegetable  production  number  about  100  000,  with  an  average  area  of 
4.2  ha;  the  corresponding  figures  for  specialist·fruit  production  are 
350  000  holdings  and  7.9  ha. 
-As  a  general  rule,  the  income  of  specialist  vegetable  holdi~gs  is 
substantially  higher  than  the  overall  average  income  and  that  of 
specialist  fruit-growing  holdings.  For  the  latter,  the  situation  is 
more  complex:  in  the  north  of  the  Union  the  income  of  fruit-growing 
holdings  is higher  than  that of  average  holdings,  but  in  the  south  it 
·is  lower,  especially  in  spain,  Greece  and  Portugal.  The  relative 
importance  of  the  south  in  overall  fruit  production  means  that  its 
unfavourable  income  situation is reflected in the average for the union 
as  a  whole. 
Both  fruit  and  vegetables  generate  high  value  added  per  hectare,  much 
higher  than  the  average  farm.  But  the  average  area  of  fruit  and 
vegetable  holdings  is  distinctly  smaller  and  labo~r requirements  much 
greater.  These  two  features·  largely  explain  why  the  holdings  in 
question  show  a  less  good  result  for  income  per  work  unit.  specialist 
vegetable  growers  nevertheless  show  distinctly better figures,  whereas 
the situation of fruit growers  is less  favourable. 
The  most  important fruit and vegetable  growing regions,  where  the value 
of  fruit  and  vegetable  production  represents  inore  than  2 • 5%  of  the 
community  total  and_ more  than  25%  of  the  value  of  total  agricultural 
production  in  the  region,  are  as  follows:  Kentriki  Ellada  (2.6%,and 
29%),  Comunidad  Valenciana  (4.6%  and  67%),  Andalusia  (4.6% ,and  30.2%), 
Murcia  (2.5%  and  64%),  Provence-Alpes-cote  d'Azur  (2.9%  and  46%), 
Emil.ia-Romagna  (4 .3%  and_ 27%),  Lazio, (2. 5%  and  37%),  campania  (3.  9%  and 
43%),  Apulia  (4.3%  and  42%)  and sicily  (5.9%  and  54%). 
The  Union  is  by  far  the world's  largest importer.  Its self-sufficiency 
rate  is  less  t~an 40%.  It imports  mainl,.y  fruit,  fresh  and,  above  all, 
processed  (citrus  juices .and  to  a·  lesser extent  apple  juice) •  The  main 
fresh  vegetable  is  the  tomato.  The  other  salient  feature  of  the  trade 
picture  is  the  relative  importance  of  intra-community  trade,  which 
exceeds  70%  of  the  volume  of_ fresh  products  traded  between  Member 
states.  The  principal  dispatching  countries  are  spain  and  Italy, 
whereas  Germany  is by  far the main receiver. 
6 Relocation of production 
Given  the  prevailing  risk  of  over-production,  some  producers • 
organizations  are  complaining  about  the  problem  of  production 
relocation  which  the  sector  will  have  to  face,  particularly,  they 
claim,  as  a  result  of  the  reform  of  the  CAP.  However,  as  far  as  the 
1992  ·reform  is  concerned,  the  effects  are  only  just  beginning  to  be 
felt.  Apart  from  a  few  cases,  which  so  far  remain  sporadic,  it  is 
therefore  too  soon  to  draw  conclusions  at  field  level.  However,  the 
problem  should be  given  some  thought,  even  if only  on  a.theoretical or 
even  speculative level. 
Although  some  major  production  zones,  especially  for  fruit,  have 
emerged  in  the  course  of  time,  the  geographical  distribution  of  fruit 
and  vegetable  production  has  never  been  fixed.  The  development  of 
transport  infrastructure  and  technical  progress  in  methods  of 
production,  packaging,  storage  and transport  have  led to  the  emergence 
of  new  producers  and  new  regions  of  production,  some  of  them  far  more 
competitive than the old ones.  The  possible relocations that take place 
as  a  result  are  therefore  merely  a  reflection  of  the  dynamism  of  the 
sector,  and the  "traditional"  producers  of  today  are  in many  cases  the 
"newcomers"  of yesterday. 
The  relative profitability of  a  form  of  production  in  a  given  location 
depends  on  many  factors,  and  it is  often  difficult  or  impossible  to 
isolate  the  impact  of  any  one  of  them.  Nonetheless,  the  level  and 
security  of  prices  obtainable  for  alternative  crops  undoubtedly 
constitute  one  such  factor.  For  instance,  among  cereal  growers,  since 
the  second  half  of  the  80s,  the  steady  decline  of  cereal  prices  has 
produced increasing interest in diversification. 
Altogether,  the area planted to cereals  has  contracted in the course of 
the  last ten years  (start  of  the  80s  to start of  the  90s)  by  some  2.5 
million hectares,  but  the contraction  seems  to  have  been  offset almost 
entirely by  an  increase  in the  hectarage  sown  to oilseeds  or  committed 
to  (voluntary)  set-aside  after  1989.  In  fact,  the  total  area  under 
arable  crops  (and  voluntary  set-aside)  even  increased  over  the  period 
in question.  In contrast,  the  area planted to fruit  and  vegetables  has 
tended  to  decline.  According  to  the  latest  available  information,  the 
decline  was  particularly  marked  in  the  1993/94  crop  year,  whereas  the 
cereals hectarage,  including set-aside,  tended to increase in the first 
year of the  implementation of the  1992  reform. 
It  is  therefore  impossible  to  identify,  at  this  global  level,  any 
significant ·switchover  from  arable  crops  to  fruit  and  vegetables.  The 
possibility  that  some  cereal  growers  have  moved  into  fruit  and 
vegetables  cannot  be  ruled out,  and  some  studies  bear this out,  but the 
movement  is marginal  at present  and  there  can  be  no  certainty that the 
drop  in  the  actual  price  of  cereals  was  the  determining  factor.  In 
addition,  there  are  many  examples  of movements  in the  other direction, 
i.e.  producers  of fruit and vegetables  changing to arable crops. 
In conclusion,  there is no  obvious  and general  phenomenon  of relocation 
clearly  attributable  to  CAP  reform.  But  this  does  not  rule  out  a 
possible  risk.  for  the  future,  so  a  close  watch  must  be  kept  on  the 
trend. 
7 II.  The  weaknesses  of the  MO  and  the challenges before it 
·close  analysis  of  the  MO  mechanisms  reveals  a  certain  number  of 
weaknesses,  reflected particularly in: 
the unsatisfactory operation of certain producers'  organizations; 
the  importance  of  subsidized  withdrawals  which  have  become  of · a 
structured nature  for certain crops  and certain regions; 
occasional criticisms of the community's  quality standards; 
major shortcomings  in statistics. 
Producers'  organizations 
.The  producers'  organiza·tions  are  a  cornerstone  of  the  MO,  responsible 
for the decentralized application of its mechanisms.  Except in cases of 
"serious  crisis",  hitherto  infrequent,  they  bear  sole  responsibility 
for  subsidized withdrawals  in accordance  with  Community  rules.  some  of 
them  on their own  initiative  also withdraw products not qualifying for 
Community  support. 
But  the  role  of  producers•  organizations  should  extend  beyond 
decentralized  management  of  withdrawals.  Given  the  increasing 
concentration  of  demand  (centralized·  purchasing  and  large-scale · 
distribution),  the  grouping  of  supply  through  producers'  organizations 
appears  an  economic . necessity  if  the  position  of  producers  on  the 
market is to be  strengthened. 
The  present  MO  has.  included  measures.  to  encourage  producers • 
organizations  from  the  outset.  This ·policy  has  had  divergent  results. 
Nowadays  there are many  regions  where  real successes  has  been  achieved, 
with  organizations  marketing  t~eir  members  I  products  efficiently  and 
consolidating their position on the market. 
on  the other hand,  there are still: 
producers'  organizations  either  without  great  commercial  ambitions 
which  only  justify their existence by  the withdrawals  they manage  or 
the  structural  assistance  they  receive,  or  which  have  objective 
difficulties in performing their commercial role,  and 
regions  where  producers • . organizations  cover  only  a  minority  of 
producers  while  other  commercial  operators  fulfil  their  role  in  a 
way  deemed  fairly satisfactory by  a  large number  of local producers. 
In  the·  commission  • s  view  it will  also  be  necessary  in  the  future  to 
concentrate  supply.  This  must  be  achieved  on  a  voluntary basis,  on  the 
strength  of  the  special  services  which  producers' . ·organizations  can 
offer their members  for efficient marketing  and  not because  they  enjoy 
.  a  monopoly  for withdrawals.  ·  · 
8 subsidized withdrawals 
The .system  of  subsidized  withdrawals  was  devised  to  cope  with  short-
term  surpluses  of  fresh  and  perishable  produce  due  to  exceptional 
weather. 
In  the  last  five  years  (1989  to  1993),  budget  expenditure  on 
withdrawals  amounted  to  an  annual  average  of  ECU  310  million.  over  90% 
was  spent  on  fruit,  and  almost  entirely  on  peaches,  nectarines,  apples 
and  citrus  fruits.  As  regards  vegetables,  the  system  was  applied  in 
practice  only  to  summer  tomatoes  and  cauliflower,  plus  some  small 
quantities of  aubergines. 
Withdrawals  are  rising and  this  trend  should continue  in  terms  of both 
quantities  and  expenditure,  despite  the  system  of  intervention 
thresholds  (stabilizers).  Where  thresholds  are  exceeded,  there  is 
provision  for  reductions  in  the  institutional_ prices  applicable  the 
following  year.  In  some  cases  the  overrun  must  be  established  each 
marketing  year  (vegetables,  peaches  and  citrus  fruit)  in  others  as  an 
average  over  several  years  (apples) .  The  price  reduction  may  never 
exceed  20%.  This  cut-off point has  been  reached  in practice  by  certain 
products.  If  the  penalty  had  been  calculated  without  regard  for  the 
cut-off point in 1992/93  (applicable in 1993/94),  for  example,  it would 
have  been  25%  for peaches  and  95%  for nectarines. 
In  some  cases,  where  production costs  are  low,  withdrawal  seems  to have 
gradually  become  an  outlet in itself.  Some  producers  seem  to  be  caught 
in  a  vicious circle:  producing  for  withdr~wal,  they  try to  keep  upkeep 
costs  to  a  minimum,  favouring  quantity  ·to  the  detriment  of  quality; 
their  produce  falls  increasingly  short  of  market  requirements  and  in 
the  end  is only  good  for withdrawal.  In the  case  of citrus fruit,  more 
particularly oranges,  the role of withdrawal  has  been taken over partly 
by processing.  This too is a  subsidized outlet exploited systematically 
for  fruit  originally  intended  for  the  fresh  market  but  which  has 
gradually ceased to target the  consumer. 
such  vicious  circles  must  be  broken,  in  the  interests  of  the  industry 
itself.  The  withdrawal  system,  and  in  some  cases  the  system of  aid for 
processing,  should  be  looked  into  so  as  to  remove  the  possibility  of 
them  being  exploited systematically as  a  subsidized outlet and  so that 
the  producers  themselves  are  made  more  responsible  and  encouraged  to 
produce  for the market. 
Withdrawals  are  not  easily  understood  by  the  public.  They  should  be 
strictly  limited to  short  term  surpluses  and,  as  far  as  possible,  the 
products. withdrawn  should  be  used  for  humanitarian  purposes.  certain 
quantities  of  fruit  and  vegetables  already  find  such  destinations with 
in the  framework,  for  example,  of  the free distribution of agricultural 
producfts to the most  deprived. 
Moreover,  one  cannot exclude that the  systematic  use  of  the withdrawals 
as  a  subsidized outlet is connected with  phenomena  of fraud.  Fraud,  in 
the  first  place,  with  regard  to  quality,  which,  according  to  certain 
evidence,  sometimes  does  not  correspond  to  the  requirements.  Fraud, 
aslo with regard to the quantities:  more  products  declared as  withdrawn 
than in fact withdrawn. 
9 Quality standards 
.  The  quality  standards  form  a  system  of  classification  which  helps  to 
make  the  market  more  transparent by  indicating certain characteristics 
of  a  product  marketed.  standards  reduce  transaction  costs  and  allow 
trade to develop without physical attention to.the product. 
What  would  happen  if  standards  were  no  longer  compulsory?  Initially 
there  would  be- little change.  'Big  traders  W!Juld  continue  to refer  to 
the  standards  as  they really need  them  for  their transactions,  but the 
system  would  gradually  break  down  on  local  and  regional  markets, 
reducing market transparency. 
standardization  has  also  been  used  as  an  instrumeQt  of  market 
management.  For  example,  it  led  to  two  measures  which  have  been  the 
subject of some  debate: 
the  ban  in principle  on  the  marketing  of  class· III products  on  the 
fresh market,  and  _ 
the  setting of  the  minimum  size  for  community  apples  of  the  large-
fruit varieties  in  1990  at  6Smm  instead of  the  original  60mm  (used 
:in  international  standards) •  'l'he  primary  reason_ for  this  was  the 
desire to limit supply on the market by eliminating small apples. 
After  diagnosing  a·  serious  crisis  on  the  Community  market  for  kiwi 
fruit,  COPA-COGECA  now  requests. the  minimum  size  in  the  Community 
l-·~  etandard to be  raised  from  65  to  70g  per fruit. 
using standards for market management  has certain advantages: 
since  it  applies  to  products  for  market  and  for  withdrawal,  it 
limits  the  quantities  available  on  the  market  without  pushing  up 
subsidized withdrawals.  In situations of surplus  (as is the case for 
many-products)  it contributes towards market balance,  reduces budget 
expenditure and  improves  producer prices: 
in  some  cases  (e.g.  kiwi  fruit)  it is  the  only  available  market 
management  instrument~ 
But  these  advantages  are  sometimes  ill perceived  by  consumers,  who  are 
deprived of produce suitable for consumption  and traditionally consumed 
in their'region. 
10 -significant· shortcomings; in statis.tics· 
In  the- course.  of  it·s;  analys,is,,  the,  commission  observed·  mater 
shortcomings·  in  the,  statis-tic-a-l. data  available  ..  some  points•  should. be 
stressed: 
ba&ic:  surveys  are.  conduc.ted  every  five.  years.  to  es-tablis-h.  the 
struc.ture.  of.  the  fru.it  ... gpowing:·  indus.tqr,,  but·  the  res.ults  are·  not 
ava·ilabi.e, until. several. years· la-ter·  •.  Est·imates. of' fr.uit·-gr.owing. area 
based·  on:  inter.im- survey  results  (chang,es·  in,  area- planted•.)  are.  not 
a·lway;s, cons-istent: with. the. fi.nding_s,  o-f:  the. next: basic: survey; 
for:  the!  annua-l.  s:t·atisticSt of  area' and:  product·ion,.  Member  sta-tes  do 
not·.  record.  non,-commer.cial.  orchards,  and  row.  trees,  in- an.  identical 
manner:;: 
for  the  sa:me,  s.ta•t·is.ticaJ:.  variables.  (.area,_  pr.oduction·,  yield.) ,  the 
off'ici.a•l_ sources·  occasionccl:I;:~·? give: very; di.f:ferent: r.esul.ts:;-
there,  a:re'  no•  rel£abl!e.  f:J..gur.es:  on  consumpt-ion·..  supply  balances- are 
not. es.tablishedi by·  8..I:t.  Member  states: and·.  the re•liabili.ty  of: certain 
i.tema:  is;  rather·  doubtfU:ll...  Es,timates;  from\  cons.umer:  surveys.  are.  not 
&¥sitematicaJ:Iy  made:  avadilable•  to1  the:  Commission.  a-nd;  do.  not  .-P~rmi  t 
S!at·is·faetor:y,-- mon1itoring1 of: the; trend o.f consumption.;: 
some: of' the•. problems• mentioned! above• are• due, to· t·he·- fact. that Member 
s;ta,te:s;  are, not  Ie.g~ll!.Yf  bound'  t·o,  P,ro;v:;id&.  the' comm-iss•ion·  with  annual 
information onr area;,,,  produc.tiiom andr. suppJly balance-s.;-
dl.iff.eJ:ences•  im :iintra:,..Commun-ity· trade, es-tima-tes:.  bas·ed>  on: consignment 
andl d&lii.very  fig:ures;  are,  sometimes>  s±gnificant.,,  even, as;  high. as;  50% 
:iint c~n  cas.e.s;;. 
for man.¥'  pL:odUc.ts;"  es.pec·:ha:U:.J:y;;  proces.sed, the C!lnili:z:  availi]ab;te. datai are 
PJtC!I.Vdicfed!  b;w  jindil-s~~ 
11 IIr. what  approaches  for the-future? 
The  purpose of this communication is not to make.detailed proposals  for 
reform.  As  in  the  case  of  the  CAP  reform  in  1991 ( 1)  and  the  wine 
sector  reform  in  1993(2),  the  Commission's  wish  is  to  suggest  certain 
approaches  for all the parties to think about. 
This  corresponds  to  the  recommendations  of  the  European  council  in 
Edinburgh  in  December  1992  about  the  transparency  of  community 
decisions,  involving the broadest possible consultation. 
In  the  commission's  view  the  main  objective  of  the  reform  must  be  to 
help and  encourage  pr~ducers in the union to rise to the challenges of 
the coming years  and develop  and  strengthen their assets,  namely: 
the  quality of their products,  mostly  intended  for  the  fresh market 
and  oft~n highly perishable; 
their dynamism  and ability to adapt to a  changing  market~ 
the  services  which  they  can  offer· alongside  their  products.· 
Environmental. protection  and  the  supply  of  a  range  of  varied  and 
healthy products must  be included among  the said services. 
Altogether,  despite  some  isolated  but  .significant  imbalances,  the 
present  market  organization  provides  an  operational  framework  which 
answers  the  requirements  and  has  proved  its -worth.  All ·the  positive 
features  market  orientation,  decentralization  of  man~gement  and 
.grouping of  supply  - should  be  reinforced.  The  Commission  is therefore 
in  favour· of.  reform  proposals  which  would.  consolidate  the  positive 
feature&  of  the, present  MO,  while· simplifying  it  and  remedying  any 
drift or weaknesses  observed. -
_ on  the  other  hand,  the  introduction of  production 9uotas  and  a  "right 
of  production",  as  recommended  in  some  quarters,·  would  undermine  the 
dynamism required to keep pace with market change,  particularly at time 
when  foreign competition is gathering strength. It would  also require a 
system of continuous monitoring  and data gathering. 
The  same  problem would  arise if a  system of  aid per hectare were  to be 
introduced.  There  is  no  register of  orchards,  no  land  register  and  no 
sufficiently reliable background data for setting up  such  a  system.  And 
the  first· efforts to set up. a  citrus fruit register have  confirmed the 
problems.  Many  years  of  work  and  heavy  expenditure is needed  in order 
to  de~elop an  effici~nt instrUment  of  managemen~.  Past experience  with 
the  vineyard  register  also  confirms  the  problems.  consequently;  the 
commission  advises  against  such  a  policy.  It  is  more  in  favour  of 
adapting the present framework. 
( 1)  COK(91)  100;' 1.2. U91 
(2)  COK(93)  380,  22.7.1993 
12 The  commission's  aim  is  to  redirect  budgetary  expenditure  towards 
positive  measures  which  contribute  to  a  sound  future  and  take  into 
account  environmental concerns. 
It proposes  a  mix of various  types  of measure: 
better  grouping  of  supplies  to  match  increasingly  concentrated 
distribution; 
a  new  way  of  managing  short-term  surpluses  and  gradual·  elimination 
of structural surpluses; 
a  better balance between  fresh produce  and processed products; 
redefinition of standards; 
a  specific  approach  to specific  problems  affecting  certain products 
of  "minor"  importance  in  community  terms,  but  significant  local  or 
regional  importance; 
more  stringent controls. 
The  successful  implementation  of  the  Uruguay  Round  conclusions  is  an 
integral part of the  new  scenario  for  the  fruit and  vegetables  sector. 
The  Commission  will  take  care  to  ensure  that  the  Community  preference 
authorized  by  the  conclusions  is  not  jeopardized  by  such 
implementation.  Work  is  already  in  hand  on  this  aspect  and  the 
commission  will  submit  a  framework  proposal  to  the  council  and 
Parliament,  deciding shortly on the concrete measures  to be  taken. 
Parallel  to  the  implementation  of, the  uruguay  Round  conclusions,  and 
more  generally  to  ensure  the  regular  operation  of  the  market,  the 
commission  intends . to  open  consultations  with  our  main  partners  in 
order  prevent  any  serious  marke.t  disturbances  having  adverse 
repercussions  on  suppliers,  whether  in  the  community  or  in  third 
countries. 
With  regard  to  the  opening  of  new  markets,  the  commission  will  take 
strict  care  to  ensure  that  the  Uruguay  Round  conclusions  are 
implemented fully by the Union's  GATT  partners,  especially the question 
of market access.  In the context of the reform,  it will encourage fruit 
and  vegetable  producers  to  look  into  these  new  markets  and  will  help 
them promote  community produc.ts to potential new consumers. 1. Better organization of Community  supply. 
The  organization  of  supply  -is  vital  for  the  ·competitiveness  of 
Community  producers for the following reasons: 
the  ever-increasing  importance  of  the major retail chains,  which 
in some  Member  Stat_es  account  for more  than  60%  of sales of fruit 
and vegetables to households.  In general,  c'entral buyers: 
have copsiderable  room  to negotiate price reductions; 
seek  to  obtain  large  quantities  of  standardized,  uniform 
.quality 
operate  on  a  just-iri-time basis,  transferring  a  good  share of 
the  stock  management  problems  to  producers•  organizations,and 
local wholesalers; 
constantly  changing  demand.  Producers  must  remain  alert  to 
consumers•  desiderata and be  able to adapt to market signals; 
the  growing  importance  of. the  intrinsic- quality  of  products  in 
consumers'  eyes.  The  development  of  integrated  crop  protection 
and  compliance  with  changing  rules  on  residues,  especially 
pesticide  and  nitrate  residues,  requires  organizational  efforts 
ori the part of producers;  · 
to  integrate- environmental  concerns  in  farming  practices 
community  wide  and the need to develop,  in particular,  integrated 
crop protection methods; 
the  reduction  of  costs  (production,  marketing)  'also  requires 
efforts and  economies  of scale. 
The  producers'  organizations  already  represent  one  of  the 
-cornerstones of the present MO.  In the Commission's  view they should 
·be  encouraged  to  play  a  more  active_ role  as  conimercial  operators, 
provided that they can  be credible in that role.  The  fo~lowing steps 
should be envisaged: 
applying more  stringent Community criteria for the recognition of 
producers'  organizations  by  Member  States. 
Recognition  would  be  reserved  for  groups  of  producers·  which 
achieve  a  minimum  turnover  in  sales  of  fruit  and  vegetables  and 
effectively  market  a  high  percentage  ( 80%)  of  the  marketable 
production  of  their  members.  They  must  be  of  a  _minimum  economic 
size which  justifies the existence of  a  marketing department; 
setting  up  a  part-financing  system  to  enable  producers • 
organizations  recognized  on  the  basis  of  the  new  criteria  to 
maintain  "operating  funds",  on  condition  that  the  beneficiary 
organizations: 
set  up  the  funds  'on  the  basis  of  the  effective  contributions 
of members  and  the quantities effectively marketed; 
undertake to promote  among  their members  the use  of  integrated 
crop  protection  methods  or  other  environment-friendly 
techniques; 
ensure  that  their  members_  comply 'with  quality  standards  and 
plant health regulations; 
agr~e  to  national  and  .community  audits  to  ensure  correct 
administration of public moneys. 
14 The  public  contribution  to  such  operating  funds  would  be  provided 
jointly  from  the  Community  budget  and  national  and/or  regional 
budgets,  with  a  greater  contribution  from  the  Community  in  the 
Objective  1  regions.  This  would  place  responsibility  on  all  the 
public  administrations  concerned  to  ensure  correct  use.  The 
criterion  would  be  "one  ecu  of  public  support  for  each  ecu  of 
private  funding".  The  Community  contribution  would  be  increased if 
the  producers•  organization  agreed  to  cooperate  with  similar 
organizations  in other Member  states in order to expand its range of 
products  and/or extend its delivery periods. 
In  view  of  the specific  problems  of  certain regions,  where  producer 
organisations  do  not  hardly  exist,  an  adjustment  of  this  criterion 
of  "one  ecu of public  support  for each ecu of private  funding",  will 
be  envisaged  for  a  limited period. 
The  operating fund  could be  used  inter alia for the  following: 
improving product quality; 
promoting  and  encouraging  producers  to  use  integrated  crop 
protection  techniques,  and  any  other  environment-friendly 
techniques,  including  recycling  of  used  plastics  and  packings. 
The  Member  states  will  offer  the  framework  within  which  the 
standards to be  applied will be  elaborated. 
improving  the  market  image  of  products  and,  in  particular, 
setting up  or expanding  a  marketing department; 
promoting the products  on  other markets. 
The  public contribution to the  operati.:1g  fund would be calculated on 
the  basis  of  the  effective  turnover  of  the  group,  obtained  on  the 
fruit and vegetables market,  but degressive in function of its size. 
The  basis  of  calculation  is  therefore  not  limited  to  products 
currently  eligible  for  subsidized  withdrawal,  but  includes  all  the 
range  and diversity of community  fruit and vegetable production. 
some  of the resources  from  the operating funds  could be  used to: 
increase by  a  limited percentage the withdrawal  indemnity payable 
in  respect  of  products  currently  subject  to  a  withdrawal  price 
(see point  2  below); 
pay  compensation  to  members  for  products  withdrawn  from  the 
market not subject to a  withdrawal price; 
increase  by  a  limited percentage the prices obtained by  producers 
for  products  sold for  processing. 
The  necessary  steps  will  be  taken  to  prevent  that  these  measures 
will  lead  to massive  withdrawals  for  certain products.  Moreover,  if 
a  product  is  withdrawn,  this  must  be  compatible  with  the 
environment. 
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As  in  the  case  of  the  wine  sector ·reform< 3)  the  commission  holds 
the  'view,  in  line  with  its  communication  on  inter-branch 
organizations  in  1990(4), ·that  a  light  community  framework  for 
inter-branch  arrangements  in  the  fruit  and  vegetables  sector  should 
be offered to Member  states· so wishing. 
2..  A  new  approach to managing  short-term surpluses 
The  purpose  of  the  reform  is  not  just to  ensure  that the  producers 
·take  more  responsibility  for  market  management,  but  ~lso to  reduce 
the  attractiveness· of ·the  withdrawal  option  and  the  tendency  of 
producers'•  organizations to concentrate on it. 
Short-term surpluses  are  an  inherent  feature  of  fruit  and  vegetable 
production. '  The  producers  I  organizations  would  be  free  to  decide 
which  products  and  quantities  should  be  withdrawn  as  and  when  they 
saw fit.  For  products  at present eligible for  community  support  on 
withdrawal  (withdrawal  price),  the  ..  producer  ·would  receive 
compensation  in the  form  of  a  community .withdrawal  indemnity  set at 
a.  clearly unprofitable  level,  i.e. well  below the present·withdrawal 
price in most  cases.  Arrangements  for processed fruit and vegetables 
would  be  adapted accordingly. 
The  producers•  organizations could top up the withdrawal  indemnities 
to  which  their  members  were  entitled.  For  this  purpose  they  could 
use  a  limited  and  decreasing  proportion  of  the  ..  operating  fund 
(referred to in point  1  above).  They could also use this proportion 
of the operating fund  to compensate their members  for the withdrawal 
of  products  that  are  not  at  present  covered  by  the  syste_m  of 
withdrawal prices. 
When  withdrawn  products  were  destroyed,  payment  of  both  the 
community  withdrawal  indemnity  and  any  topping  up  or  compensation· 
from.the  operating  fund  would  be  conditional  upon  the  definition at 
forehand of  and the use of  environment-friendly techniques. 
This more  stringent approach to withdrawal will mean  that the  system 
of intervention thresholds  for  fresh products  can be  discontinued at 
the  end of the transitional period. 
'Producers  who  are  not  members  of  the  grC?uping  could  also  withdraw 
products  eligible  for  the  Community  indemnity  payable  through  the 
producers'  organizations.  They  would  receive  the  indemnity  after 
deduction  of  a  flat-rate  amount  to  take  account  of  the  management 
costs  incurred by  the producers'  organization. 
3.  A  balanced relation between  fresh  and  processed products 
Wide  variety  is  not  only  a  feature  of  fresh  products;  it is  also 
reflected in  the  considerable  complexity  and  diversity of relations 
between products  consumed  fresh  and  those  consumed after processing. 
In  some  cases,  the  approach  suggested in this  communication  for the 
fresh  product  will  also  affect  the  processed  product;  in  other 
cases,  the  new approach  for  the  fresh product will have little or no 
impact· on the process.ed product.· 
(3 )  COM (9  3 )  3 8 0 ,  2 2 • 7. 19  9 3 
(4)  SEC(90)  562,  26.10.1990 
16 Five broad categories can  be  distinguished in this respect: 
1.  Products  eligible  for  withdrawal  but 
these  include  cauliflower  and  apples, 
system of intervention thresholds. 
not  for  processing  aid: 
which  are  subject  to  a 
2.  Products  eligible  for  withdrawal,  bu~ for  neither  processing  aid 
nor thresholds.  They  include apricots  and table grapes. 
Setting  withdrawal  indemnities  at  non-profitable  levels  (lower 
than  at  present)  and  allowing  for  the  possibility of  topping  up 
prices  obtained  for  products  sold  for  pro6essing  should  be 
conducive  to  a  more  stable  and  fluid relation between  production 
and processing. 
3.  citrus fruits,  for which  the processing aid system is included in 
the fresh products market organization.  The  threshold relates to 
all  subsidized  disposal,whether  the  subsidy  takes  the  form  of 
withdrawal  or processing aid. 
4.  Products  intended  for  either the  fresh  or  the  processing market, 
where . the  two  markets  are  usually  separate.  These  products . are 
eligible both  for  withdrawal  and  for  processing  aid under  the  MO 
for  processed products;  consequently,  there  are  two  stabilizers, 
one  for  fresh  products  and the other for  processed products.  The 
stabilizer  for  processed  tomatoes  takes·  the  form  of  industry 
quotas;  those  for peaches  and  pears  take the  form of intervention 
thresholds. 
For  both  groups~  setting  withdrawal  indemnities  at  lower  levels 
will  afso  bring  down  minimum  prices  and  processing  aids;  the 
money  thus  made  available  will  fuel  the  operating  funds  of . the 
producers•  organizations.  As  mentioned  in  point  III.1,  the 
operating  funds  can  be  used  in  part  to  increase  prices  obtained 
on  sales  for  processing.  With  this  approach,  part of  the  public 
support  now  granted  to  the  processing  industries  (with. indirect 
benefits to producers)  will be  tra.nsformed  into direct support to· 
producers. 
5.  Products  that  are  eligible  only  for.processing  aid  under  the  MO 
for  processed  products  subject  to  a  guarantee  threshold.  They 
include,  for  example,  prunes,  figs  and dried grapes  (although  for 
dried  grapes  the  present  system  will  be  replaced  after  the 
current marketing year  by  a  maximum  guaranteed area). 
These  products will not  be  directly affected by  the reform of the 
MO  for  fresh products. 
This  said,  the  commission  will  review  all  the  various  processed 
products,  and  will  propose  any  adjustments  needed  to  ensure  the 
smooth  functioning  of  the  entire_  fruit  and  vegetables  sector 
following reform.  It will be  guided by the  following principles. 
Policy  on  processed  fruit  and  vegetables  should  be  consistent 
with  policy  on  fresh  products;  this  means  continuing  to  foster 
competition and  to seek  genuine market outlets. 
17 •"~ 
·The  Community  framework  for  the  market  in  processed  fruit  and 
vegetables  must  leave  the  industries  and  producers  concerned. 
sufficient leeway to adapt to market needs,  to open promising new 
markets  and to exploit their relative competitiveness.  Any  rigid 
system,  such  as ·production or processing  quot~s, might  hamper the 
required  adjustments  and  eventually  create  an  increasingly 
serious  handicap  for  the  processing  industrie!i  in  a  constantly 
developing market. 
In  future  the  Community  processing  industry  must  not  be  seen  as 
an  outlet  for  market  surpluses  of  fresh  products.  Wherever 
·possible,  products  intended  for  the  fresh  market  .should  be 
differentiated  from  products  for  processing.  H~ltiannual 
contracts  between  the  industry  and  producers  may  constitute ·an 
approach worth exploring. 
4.  Redefining the role of standardization 
standardization  has  a  major  role  to  play  as  a  system  of 
classification  ·contributing  ·to  market  . transparency.  This  is 
recognized  both  in·  the  community  and  internationally.  Without 
community  standards, . therefore,  regions  or  Member  states  ~gbt be 
led · to  set ·up  their  own  systems,  which  could  lead  to  serious 
distortions. 
For these reasons,  the standards  should be maintained and updated •• 
a  compulsory  Community  reference  framework;  most  opera~ors  are  in 
favour  of this in the  i.nterests  of minimum  commercial  transparency. 
This  does  not  mean. that operators  may  not  supplement  the  framework 
by adding- their own  specifications. 
From  this  point ·of  view,  all ·the  present  standards.  need  to  be 
reviewed,  simplified,  updated  and  developed,  in  close  coordination 
with  the  standardization  work  going  on  at  other  international 
levels in which the  Union is involved .. 
It is  true  that  the  standards  have  been  frequently  criticized  for 
their complexity,  and  the  role  played  by  the  Union  in establishing 
·commercial  standards  has  been  '  questioned.  Advocates  of 
subsidiarity often present the commission  as  a  body distant from the 
real  world,  seeking  to  impose  over-detailed  and  unnecessary  rules 
and  regulations.  such  criticism is offset  by  the  requests  sent  to 
the  Commission  for  the-· standards  to  be  updated  and  expanded.  The 
commission  would  therefore  suggest that  a  debate  could be  opened  on 
the matter. 
However,  there  is  no  doubt  that  the  commission  has  a  duty  to 
consider  the  health  of · consumers  in  the  framework  of  the  single 
market.  on  the  question  of· wholesomeness,  maximum  residue ·limits 
for  pesticides  and  crop  protection  products  have  been  set  for  all 
fruit  and  vegetables  in  Directive  90/642/EEC.  Limits  on  nitrates 
(important  for  vegetables)  and  aflatoxins  (important  for  vegetables 
and  nuts)  are  laid down  in proposals  for  directives  soon to be  serit 
to  the  council.  ~n  addition,. a  proposal  for  a  directive  is  being 
drawn  up  for  the  horizontal· harmonization  of  the  other  aspects  of 
the wholesomeness  of  products of plant  origin~ 
It is still difficult  to. define  objective,  measurable  criteria  for 
organoleptic quality,. which is so important to consumers. 
18 5.  A  specific approach  for  specific  problems 
The  commission  also  thinks  it  is  necessary  to  give  some 
consideration to  the  future  of  such  products  as  garlic,  asparagus, 
mushrooms,  soft  fruits  and  other  products  where  problems  cannot 
always  be  overcome  solely  with  the  aid  of  the  general  MO 
instruments.  Their economic  importance is not decisive at. Community 
or  even  at  national  level,  but  they  may  well  be·  very:  important  at 
regional  or.  local  level.  In  the·  face·  of  strong  international 
competition·,  the economic  survival of these products might  even come 
under. threat,  with all the resulting social consequences  .. 
Establishing·  operating·  funds  as  suggested  in  this.  communication 
would  be  a  major  step  towards  providing  producers'  organiza·tions 
with  the  meaiis  to deal with such  problems.  Other  measures  may  also 
be  necessary..  Where  appropriate,  the  commission  is  prepared  to 
study,  in close  cooperation with  the· regions,  the  Member  states and 
the operators concerned,  the· speciflc· situation of each. sector.· so as 
to  prepare  any  provisions  that  may  be  necessary,  on  the 
unders.tanding  that  such  provisions  should.  comply  with  the 
constraints  arising  from  the  uruguay  Round  and  the  union  • s 
international commitments.  This  is already true,  indeed,  of products 
such as  nuts· and'. dr.ied' grapes. 
6.  Tighter controls 
Frequent  calls  for  tighter  controls·  are  made  by  all  the  European: 
insti.tutions:  Parliament,  the.  Council,  the  Court  of  Auditors.,  the 
Economic.  and  social.  committee,  and  the  commission.  The  GATT 
agreements,  ·and  the  commission.•s·  proposed  approach,  can  be 
effectively.  applied' only  if there  are  adequate  control. measures  at 
both, national. and Union· level. 
In  more·  genera•!.  terms,  as  the  proposed·  approach  is·  geared  to 
simplification  of.  community  rules.  and·  increased· responsibility: for 
producers.  a·nd  their  organizations,  its  adoption  will  involve  the 
government  depar.tments  concerned.  in.  more  intensive  control  than  at 
present·  •. 
Tigp:ter  controls  s·hould'.  cover  in  particular  the  management  of  the. 
operating  funds.  of.  the  producers•  organizations.,  compliance  with 
commercial  and.  health  quali.ty  s.tandards,  and. the  smooth  working.  of 
the.  entry  price  arrang_ements.  A  sma·ll  but  efficient  nucleus  of. 
Community  inspectors  will  help  to  ensure,  for  Community  and  non-
Community  producers,  consumers  and  operators  alike,.  that  the 
controls  are  applied  in  a  uniform  and  non-discriminatory  manner. 
This.  objective  will  also  be  furthered  by  closer  contact  between 
national  and  Community  officials  responsible  for  control,  and  joint 
training  and·  information  activities  on  a  Community  scale.  This 
coordinated.  and·  cooperative  approach . is  essential  in  view  of  the 
proliferation  of  bodies  responsible  for  different  aspects  of 
control,  the  need  to  make  the  various  actors  more  responsible  for 
the  sound.  management  of  the  sector,  and  the  union  • s  major 
international commitments. 
19 1.  A necessary transition 
The  commission  is  aware  of  the  need  for  a  transition  period  and 
back-up measures once  the aims  and  instruments have  been defined. 
The  sca..li.ng-<io'Wil  of  withdrawal  prices  to  a  non-remuneratiV'B  level 
should be  progressive,  over a  four-year period. 
The  Commission's  ~reposed  approach  vill 
transition in certain  community  regions,  for 
certain products,  for the following reasons: 
involve  problema  of 
certain  producers_  and 
( i)  Producers  •  organizations  are  vea.k  or  even -non-existent _  in 
certain  regions of ~e C~ty. 
(ii)  The reform should enhance the role of producers•  organiza~ioua 
which contribute _effectively to grouping ColUIIlnnjty  supply;  the 
criteria for  ~e recognition of  such organizations  need  to·~ 
strengthened. 
But the application of  more rigorous criteria, essential as it 
is, will raise the problem .that manY  organiza~ions do  not  (or 
not  yet)  fulfil  thE!IIl,  and  vill therefore  not  be  entitled to 
the  community  contribution  to  the  operating  fund.  For 
example,  they  may  be  too  small  in  economic  te:cns,  or  the 
proportion  of  the  output  of  their  members  tbat  is  actua.lly 
marketed may  be  too  low. 
(iii) withdrava.l  indemnities  set at unprofitable  levels  are. likely 
to  cause  problems  in  certain  regions  and  groupings  whe:z:e 
withdrawals have  become excessive. 
To  solve this  type  of  problelll,  the  Commission  suggests  introducing 




to  help  producers  •  organ.i2:ations  eXpand,  e.g- by  grouping -
together  or  by  expandi.ng  their  membership,  and  to  encourage 
the creation of producers•  o:z:ganizations where none exist; 
to  encourage  producers  who  have  traditionally  been  dependent 
on wi.thd:z:awal  to adjust themselves back to the market; 
to  facilitate  conversion  and/or  grubbing  up  possibly  in 
combination vitll  reparcelli.ng  to  crop  varieties  more  adapted 
to  the market,  or  to  assign  land  to  other  purposes  such  as 
afforestation and conservation. 
:rf  grubbing  up  i.s  included,  subject  to  certain  limits,  in 
adjustment  p_rogrammes  upon  which  the  future  of  a  producers  • 
organization depends, it will have  a  better chance  of success. 
BUt  the  commission  is  not  convinced  that  large-seale 
subsidized  grubbing  up  is  sufficient  in  itself to  solve  the 
problems  . of  structural  surpluses.  At  all  events,  to  be 
effective,  a  grubbing-up  scheme  must  be  accompanied  by  rules 
on planting rights,  with appropriate monitoring measures.  But 
the difficulties caused by the lack of ··a  proper  land. register 
and  the  deartb  of .statistics referred  ~o earlier,  sh~u~d  no~ 
be· underestimated.-
At  the  end  of  the  transition  peri_od,  the  commission  will  present  a 
report on the realisation of the adjustment programmes. 
2.0 IV.  CONCLUSIONS 
The  commission's  analysis  of  Community  policy  on  fruit  and  vegetables 
leads it to conclude that reform of the present mechanisms  is needed to 
help  and  encourage  Community  producers  to exploit all their assets  and 
give  a  maximum  boost  to  the  sector's  momentum.  This  is  the  best  way 
forward  to  ensure  a  positive  outlook  for  the  future,  especially  for 
younger  growers. 
The  commission's  aim  is  to  redirect  budgetary  expenditure  towards 
positive  measures  which  contribute  to  a  sound  future  and  take  into 
account environmental concerns. 
It proposes  a  mix of various  types of measure: 
better  grouping  of  supplies  to  match  increasingly  concentrated 
distribution; 
a  new  way  of  managing  short-term surpluses  and  gradual  elimination 
of structural surpluses; 
a  better balance between  fresh produce  and  processed products; 
redefinition of standards; 
a  specific  approach  to specific  problems  affecting certain products 
of  •minor"  importance  in  community  terms,  but  significant  local  or 
regional  importance; 
more  stringent controls. 
The  successful  implementation  of  the  uruguay  Round  conclusions  is  an 
integral part of  the  new  scenario  for  the  fruit  and  vegetables  sector. 
The  Commission  will  take  care  to  ensure  that  the  community  preference 
authorized  by  the  conclusions  is  not  jeopardized  by  such 
implementation. 
The  Commission  hopes  that  broad  debate  will  be  opened  in the  Union  on 
the  prospects  ,sketched  out  in  this  paper.  In  due  course,  it  will 
present  detailed  proposals,  taking  the  opportunity  to  review  all  the 
rules and regulations,  with  a  view to their updating  .. 
21 Area and production of fruit and vegetables in the Union 
average  1990-92  (x  •ooo  t  in %) 
million ha  %UAA 
Area  Fruit  3.64 
,_ 
Vegetables  1.91 
Total  5.55  4.3 
FRUJ:T  VEGETABLES 
X  •ooot  % 
Dessert apples  8143  25,9  cauliflower 
Dessert pears  2474  7,9  White  cabbage 
other cabbage 
P.eaches  3089  9,8 
Apricots  569  1,8  Celery-
Cherries  513  1,6  Leeks 
Plums  889  _2, 8  Lettuce 
Nectarines  863  2,7  Witloof,  Endive 
Sp,inach 
Nuts  772  2,5  Asparagus 
Curled endive 
strawberries  648  2,1  Artichokes 
Kiwis  444- 1,4  Tomatoes 
Berries,  (excl.  kiwi)  522  1,7  cucumbers 
.Aubergine& 
oranges  5550  17,7  Marrows 
Mandarins  340  1,1  sweet peppers 
Satsumas  427  1,4  Carrots 
_Clementine&  1277  - 4,1  Garlic 
Lemons  1491  4,8  onions 
Peas 
Table  grapes  2221  7,1  French beans 
Mushrooms 
other  1151  3,7  Other 
-
TOTAAL  31383  TOTAL 
FRUIT  VEGETABLES 
X  ·ooo  t  % EUR  12  X  •ooo  t  % EUR  12 
~ 
BELGIUM  412  1,3  1253  2,7 
DENMARK  72  0,2  261  0,6 
GERMANY  (*}  3017  9,6  2147  4,6 
GREECE  3454  11,0  4000  8,6 
SPAIN  8540  27,2  11048  23,7 
FRANCE  3405  10,8  5655  12,1 
IRELAND  17  0,1  233  0, 5-
ITALY  10567  33,7- 12610  27,0 
LUXEMBOURG  8  0,03  2  0,00 
NETHERLANDS  539  1,7  3657  7,8 
PORTUGAL  859  2,7  2048  4,4 
UNITED  KINGDOM  494  1,6  3793  8,1 
EUR  12  31383  100,0  46708  100,0 
(*)  New  Llinder excluded for fruit,  included for vegetables. 
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Total expenditure of EAGGF  GUarantee Section 
(ECU  billion) 
Fruit/vag  Fruit/vag  EAGGF  % 
processed  total  Guarantee 
427  710  2.7,687  2,6 
522  1,019  25,875  3,9 
583  1,253  26,475  4,7 
618  1,107  31,865  3,5 
654  1,262  32,114  3,9 
596  1,672  35,590  4,7 
Main measures for fresh products  (ECU  billion) 
1988  1989  1990  1991  1992 
49  63  67  77  92 
169  284  304  187  188 
54  128  230  129  229 
34  35  46 
11  22  35  61  53 
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1987  ' 1988  1989  1990  1991  1992 ANNEX  I 
Production and consumption:  first conclusions 
Towards  greater pressure 
With  a  few  exceptions,  increased  output  has  not  so  far  led  to  structural 
surpluses.  First of  all,  in  most  cases,  the  effects  on  market  equilibrium 
of  the  increase  in output  have  been  attenuated,  and  sometimes  offset,  by  a 
corresponding  expansion  in  demand.  Secondly,  many  types  of  fruit  and 
vegetables  are  not  entitled  to  specific  internal  support  through 
intervention  (withdrawal)  or  aid  to  processing.  In  these  cases,  output 
tends  to  adapt  systematically  to  demand.  The  production  of  fruit  and 
vegetables  is  far  more  market-driven  than  any  other  agricultural  sector. 
This  means  that,  for  most  products,·  output  surpluses  give  less  cause  for 
concern than  in other sectors. 
However,  the  exceptions  to  this  rule  are  significant,  especially  as  most 
community  output  is  intended  for  the  fresh  market.  withdrawals  are 
substantial and are  even becoming systematic  for certain varieties of  apples 
and  peaches.  citrus  fruit  withdrawals  are  still  fairly  limited,  but 
increasing,  and,  because of the aid available,  much  of  the fruit that cannot 
be  disposed  of  on  the  fresh  market  is  going  for  processing.  Processing  is 
als~ a  subsidized fall-back outlet for  peaches. 
withdrawal  and  subsidized  processing  are  much  less  important  in  the 
vegetables  sector.  Exceptions  are  cauliflowers  and,  to  a  lesser  extent, 
·tomatoes;  for  the  latter  it  has  been  necessary  to  introduce  processing 
quotas.  By  contrast,  withdrawal  plays  only  a  limited  role  for  summer 
tomatoes. 
The  strong  market  dependence  of  fruit  and  vegetable  growers  will  influence 
trends  in  the  future  as .it  did  in  the  past:  if  a  market  is  glutted  the 
pressure  on  prices  gradually  induces  the  necessary  adjustments.  It is  not 
sufficient simply to extrapolate the  trends  in order to arrive at  a  forecast 
for  the  future.  None  the less,  trend analysis  can  give  an  idea of where  and 
when  adjustment  problems  may  arise.  such  an  analysis  has  been  attempted 
below,  in table  1  for fruit and table  2  for vegetables. '  "'  •  •  .I  '  ~  •  •  '  - .  "• 
h-.. -· 
On"!  0  '  <o 
In  interpreting  Table .1,  it should  be  borne  in  mind  that  "uses"  include 
. fruit  juice· (converted  into  fresh· fruit  equivalent),  fargely  produced  from 
imported  concentrate,  since  community  output  is  not  competitive  without 
massive  _ aid.  Juice  consumption  is  a  major  component  of  citrus  fruit 
consumption,  estimated  at  some  50%  in  1990/92  and  55%  in  2000.  The 
consumption  of  citrus  fruit  not  including  juice  would  be  only  8.8  million 
tonnes, in  2000  instead  of  19.,7  million  tonnes.  For  table  grapes,  Table  1 
does  not  take  account  of  the  impact  of  the  wine  sector  reform  now  at  the 
proposal  stage.  We  estimate  that  prohibiting  the  vinificat.ion  of. table 
grapes would  lead to a  slight production surplus of around  200  000  tonne&. 
In brief, ·it is clear from  Tables  ·1  and  2  that markets  in virtually all the 
Community  s  major fruit and vegetable product• may  wall  come. under pressure. 
- 24-APPLES 
PEARS 
PEACHES  (1) 
GRAPES 
CITRUS  FRUIT 
ORANGES 
LEMONS 
OTBER.  CITRUS 
SUB-TOTAL 
PER  BEAD 
OTHER  FRUI'i"  (2) 
TROPICAL  FRUIT  (3) 
TOTAL 
PER  BEAD 
TOTAL  axel.  juice and. 
tropical fruit  (C) 
PER  BEAD 
1.  FORESEEABLE  PRODUCTION  AND  CONSUMPTION 
OF  FRESH  AND  PROCESSED  FRUIT  ( ' 0 0 0  t)  ( *) 
PROD~I:OB  USE 
. 199·0-92  2:000  % diff  . USI0-92  2000 
!  8143  1000.0  22,8  8540  8820 
2474  2450  -1.,0  2751  235~ 
3951  4SSS  '  15~.3  3155  3600  ; 
2221  f  243:0  I  9,-4  2305  2700 
9171  i  10700  16,6  16920  19685 
5550  l  6219  12,1  '  12845  ' 
15060 
1490  1670  12,1  {  1445  1630 
2137  2811  31,5  I  2630  2995 
259~6  ~  30135  16,1  33671  37161 
I  97,5  104,1 
6279  753,()  19,·9  ',  6303  I  6815 
4037  '5360 
,  32245  i  37665  16,8  i  44'011  49336 
127,5  138,2 
29274  30386 


















NB:  Figures  for  "use•  also include the consumption of fruit juice based on 













*  for net imports of apple  juice  (53  0:00  t),  processed pears  (40  000  t),  and orange 
juice  (550  000 t), coefficients of  8,  8.5  and  12.5 respectively were  used to convert 
into equivalent fresh fruit,  while  EUROSTAT  uses  a  factor of 1.6. 
(1)  Including nectarines 
(2)  Production estimated on the basis of the sub-total for fruit;  identical calculation 
for  consumption.  but excluding  j·uice 
(3)  on the basis of EU  imports 
(4)  1990-92 =total minus  2120  (appl.es),  minus  8580  (citrus fruit),  minus  tropical fruit 
2000  =  ditto,  but plus  27%  for  juice 
2.  FORBSEEI\BI.E  PRODUCTIOB  AND  CONSUMPTION. 
OF  FRESH  AND  PROCESSED  VEGETABLES 
PRODUCTI:OR  (" 0 00  t)  USE  ('000  t  and  kg/head) 
1990-92  2000  ' 
diff  1990-92  2000  ' 
diff  % p.a. 
TOMATOES  13222  14050  6,3  . 13465  13925  3,4  0,37 
CAULIFLOWER  219:7  2500  13,8  2045  2285  11,7  1,24 
LETTUCE  2432  2742  12,7  n.a.  n.a. 
CARROTS  3030  3630  l9,  8  n.a.  n.a. 
ONIONS  3070  3440  12,1  n.a.  n.a. 
SUB-TOTAL  23951  26362  10,1 
PER  BEAD 
OTBER.  VEGETABLES  22757  25138  10,5 
TOTAL  46708  51500  10,3  45880  50300  9,6  1,03 
PER  BEAD  132,9  140,9  6,0  0,65 
includinq fresh veq.  33880  36100 
PER  BEAD  98,1  101,1  3,0  0,33 
includinq fresh veg.  12000  14200 
PER  BEAD  34,8  39,8  14,4  1,51 
NA  not available. 
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